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Calling all Contenders

Since 2015, upon first witness of MK Ultra Girl image, I believed I was that girl.
The assertion itself lent others to agree given the marked similarity of MKU girl
and my grade 2 class photo.
Since then, an esteemed associate, has done an age regression on a head shot of
myself taken in 2016 as seen in the MK Ultra Girl is Alive meme above.

First Challenger
Nancy Lumbis - Promoted by Clyde Lewis as the real MK Ultra Girl
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From Clyde's Blog

W
Well Clyde, allow me to graciously offer you to rise to the challenge or redact your
statement which is already in legal dispute with said batshit.
Give credibility to Nancy Lumbis and her statements, take the challenge.

All Other Contenders
Don't be shy.
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To All Contenders
I issue this challenge in good faith and wish that upon acceptance of the
challenge we work together with the company selected after a long & difficult
search to provide the most credible Expert Witness Consulting services. (details
released after acceptance of the challenge).
I have already provided the company with several other images of myself at
various stages of my life.
Agree to the challenge and the company will include your facial examination as
well, as long as you provide at least one other image to compare with. And yes it
can be taken yesterday.
I was given a quote that they will honor for up to one year of $4,500 Canadian
Dollars.
Click the image to go to the fundraiser. Thank you for supporting the challenge.
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My name is Ellen Atkin. I believe that I am MK Ultra Girl (anonymous girl in
photo used to represent trauma based mind control on children of the mk ultra
program), the living person. Would you like to know for sure? I would. Let's put
this topic to rest. I have endured unprecedented targeting from other mk ultra
victims who appear to be jealous of my identification as the girl in the photo. If
they and others really want to know, then let's get this done. Let's put it to rest.
I have always stated that I would be more than willing to do the facial recognition
to prove it one way or the other. Others claim to be MK Ultra Girl. If they are
serious, then let them be part of this investigation. I am more than willing to
include their analyses in this investigation. In fact, I insist.
Since waging a public campaign begun in 2014, revealing that me and my natal
family are all victims of MK Ultra crimes against humanity, I have sought to prove
with hard evidence that this is true and begin restorative measures (official
acknowledgement, justice, healing & compensation). I have done so on many
accounts.
I have collected medical records for my mother and father from the Allan
Memorial Institute in Montreal where they were both victims of the infamous
"Montreal Experiments". I have rescued my mentally disabled sister from the
present day representation of MK Ultra in London, ON and have her medical files.
I have collected multiple testimonies from family members and family associates.
I have been foundational in the creation and support of the Montreal Experiments
class action lawsuit . Now, it is time to crack this nut, once and for all.
I have obtained a quote from an Expert Witness Consulting Service who have
looked at the case and stated that yes, it is possible to do the comparison. The
total cost of the comparison (estimated at about 10 hrs work) is $4,500 Canadian
dollars. This service includes a 2nd independent verification check. This company
works with the DOD and the intelligence community. They are completely
credible.
Thank you for your time and consideration in helping me meet this goal.
Ellen Atkin
ellenatkin@gmail.com
mkultragirl.org
ellenatkin.com
604 259 9508
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